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A. Alikberov & E. Rezvan 

IBN ABi KHAZZAM AND HIS KITAB AL-MAKHZUN: 
THE MAMLUK MILITARY MANUAL 

The article is dedicated to the 15th-century Mamliik illus
trated manuscript on the art of war from the collection of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences in St.Petersburg. The manuscript is titled Kitiib 
al-makhziin fl djiimi' a/-funiin (Inv. No. C 686) and re
presents the work of the l 4th-century author lbn Abi 
Khazzam. 

The creation of the manuscript dates back to the 50s-
60s of the 9th/15th century, when Qjarbash al-Silahdar al
Maliki al-Ashrafi, a Mamliik military authority, ordered 
copies of several works on military art for his library. Fol
lowing the example of sultan Qa'it-Bey, he ordered also a 
copy of the Kitiib al-makhziin .. The years that have passed 
since then have scattered al-Ashrafi's library all over the 
world. Two manuscripts from that library - Kitiib al
mals!J.ziin by Ibn Abi Khazzam and al-Tadbiriit al-~ul

tiinzvya by MuJ:iammad b. al-Nasiri (Inv. No. C 726) have 
been again reunited in the Institute collection. 

A. P. Butenev (1787-1866), the Russian envoy to 
Turkey, bought this manuscript in Constantinople in 
April 1832; two years later he presented it to the Asiatic 
Museum of the Imperial Academy of Sciences (now the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies). 
According to the inscription on folio 107a of the manu
script, the MS was in Vienna in 1809 and was studied 
there by Count W. de Rzewusky. 

Thus Kitiib al-makhziin became the object of scholars' 
attention as early as the beginning of the J 9th century. The 
treatise was often quoted and referred to [I]. Two illustra
tions from the manuscript (fig. 50, 52) were reproduced in 
Gustave le Bon's book "La Civilisation des Arabes", in the 
chapter titled "Sciences physiques et leurs applications" in 
1884 [2]. In 1936 some other illustrations from the manu
script in photographs (fig. 3, 5, 15) and engravings 
(fig. 4 7, partially), as well as a photograph of a fragment of 
the text (page 80b), were reproduced in V. V. Arendt's ar
ticle dealing with the so-called "Greek fire" [3]. Two illus
trations (fig. 50, 52) were used by A. Y. Hassan and 
D. R. Hill in their "Muslim technology. An illustrated his
tory", Cambridge University Press (1986). 

The treatise represented by our manuscript was popu
lar enough in comparison with other works of the same 
genre. Its popularity is confirmed, in particular. by the ex-

istence of several copies dating back to the 9th/15th -
10th/16th centuries. The manuscripts mentioned below 
have different titles and are of different size. Unfortu
nately, up to now we have been unable to obtain the copies 
of all the manuscripts. The textological analysis, as well as 
our attempts to establish any correlationts between the ex
isting versions of the text and to find out the main sources 
of the text, its original title, etc. are basing mainly on the 
study of the manuscript fragments to which we have ac
cess. 

At present the following manuscripts are known: 

No. I. The St. Petersburg manuscript titled Kitiib al
mals!J.ziin fl djiimi' al-funiin It contains 108 folios (the 
pagination ofTts 216 pages is of recent origin). The general 
format of the codex: 30 x 20 cm (the format of the text 
within the frame is 25.5 x 14.8 cm, there are 15 lines per 
page) and 83 illustrations. The manuscript represents the 
whole text of the treatise. 

No. 2. The Paris manuscript Ar. 2824 (Biblioteque 
Nationale de Paris) titled Kitiib al-makhziin rjj_iimi' a/
funiin, copied in 875/1470, apparently for the Mamliik 
Sultan Qa'it Bey. The general format of the codex is 
30 x 20 centimeters. It has 90 folios with 15 lines per page, 
50 illustrations besides the diagrams of manoeuvres. The 
manuscript contains the whole text of the treatise. 11 folios 
of this manuscript were published by L. Mercier as a brief 
presentation of miniatures and text fragments. 

No. 3. According to de Slain catalogue, the combined 
manuscript (Inv. No. Ar. 2826) from Biblioteque Nationale 
copied in 986/1578-79 contains the same text. The 
manuscript contains 112 folios. The general format of the 
codex: 28 x 19 cm, 21 lines per page, 50 illustrations. The 
treatise has no title, and its incipit differs from the incipit 
of the previous one. 

No. 4. The so called Cairo-London manuscript. No ti
tle, dated to the end of the J 5th century (the dating is based 
on the analysis of its miniatures and paleography). The text 
is very close to the St. Petersburg version. This manuscript 
had a really dramatic fate. In 1928 ·Isa al-Ma'luf happened 
to see in Cairo 92 folios from this manuscript 
(16,5 x 24 cm, 15 lines per page, 46 color miniatures). The 
folios were bound in casual order. The same year the 
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manuscript was bought by the French antique dealer Jacob 
Asheroff. Later he sold three folios from the manuscript to 
the Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, and another three fo
lios - to a private collection (one of them was published 
by M. Mostafa in "Bustan"). Most of the remaining folios 
was sold by Asheroff to several collections in different 
countries. British collector Edmund de Ungern bought 
most of them in Switzerland. Paris (from Asheroff him
self), Cairo (from the collection of Sherif Sabrv Pasha) and 
in other places. Now he has the greater part of the manu
script (78 folios). 3 folios are still preserved in the Cairo 
Museum of Islamic Art (Inv. No. 18019. 18235, 18236). 
31 miniatures. 23 diagrams and 10 presentations of differ
ent types of weapons from this manuscript are available to
day. Most of the miniatures were published by 
M. Mostafa (4). 

No. 5. The Istanbul manuscript Ar. R. 1933 from the 
Topkapi-Saray library. It is titled Kitab madjmil 'fi 'l-ruml; 
wa-g!!.ayrihi The manuscript was copied in-871/1466, i. e. 
nearly at the same time as MSS No. I and No. 2. The text 
is also very close to the text of the St. Petersburg manu
script. It has 97 folios, 17 lines per page, 55 colored 
miniatures, including 22 diagrams and 10 presentations of 
different types of weapons. 

No. 6. According to C. Brockelmann (5), the catalogue 
of Nuri Osmanie kutubhane defleri mentions manuscript 
No. 3915 written by one Khazzam or lbn Abi Khazzam. At 
present, unfortunately, we have no other information on it. 

No. 7. D. Haldane mentions another manuscript which 
is close to the Paris MS Ar. 2824 and is preserved in the 
Chester Beatty Library in Dublin. The manuscript is not 
cataloged. We hope that in the nearest future we shall get 
access to this MS. 

The analysis of the available information enables us to 
come to the following hypothetical conclusions: 

As far as we know, M. Mostafa and E. J. Grube, who 
published the materials of MS No. 4, have never men
tioned the St. Petersburg copy. Yet, the comparison of the 
te~;ts and illustrations (several similar or close codicologi
cal features - size, number of lines per page, number of 
miniatures and their contents) definitely shows that these 
are parallel copies of the same work made nearly simulta
neously. Manuscript No. 4 was intended for, so to say, 
"utilitarian" use, while the St. Petersburg manuscript was 
copied for the library of a high Mamliik officer. This con
clusion is confirmed by the colophon, miniatures 
and calligraphy standards of the St. Petersburg manu
script which are more refined than those of the Cairo
London MS. 

The St. Petersburg version is also very close to the Is
tanbul MS (No. 5). The title of the Istanbul copy (Kitab 
macjjmu 'fi '/-rum/} wa-g!!.ayrihi) is much more in confor
mity with the contents of our treatise than its general title 
"Kitab al-makhzun". The texts of the manuscripts, how
ever, coinside very closely (though are not identical). 
Manuscripts No. I and No. 5 can represent a different ver
sion of the same treatise, distinct from the parallel copies 
represented by manuscripts No. I and No. 4. 

On the other hand the two Paris manuscripts (No. 2 
and No. 3) differ from the St. Petersburg MS in the manner 
of presenting the material. They have some discrepancies 
in terminoloh'Y and even in the way of describing military 
exercises. At the same time many passages arc almost 

identical. It is obvious that the St. Petersburg and the Paris 
MSS had the same prototype. Probably they are related not 
as copies or versions of the same treatise but as a prototype 
and the result of a thorough revision, and even could be 
treated as two different works by the same author. 

Basing on the preliminary analysis of the codicological 
information (the St. Pctersburg manuscript contains more 
folios than all the others and has almost the same number 
of lines per page and letters of the same size) and on the 
correlation of textual differences one can assume that 
manuscript No. I. as well as MS No. 2, represent a re
worked version of the text. 

The full title of the Istanbul manuscript (Kitiib madj
mu' fi '/-rum/} wa-g!!.ayrihi wa fihi kitiib wiidih fi-ramy 
li-1-Tabari) makes it possible to establish hypothetically 
one of the main sources of our treatise. It is Kitiib wiidih fi
ramy wa'-1-na~.'!lJab by AI:imad b. 'Abdallah Muhi al-Din 
al-Tabari (d. 694/ 1295). 

A thorough comparative critical and textological 
analysis of all known copies of the manuscript available is 
the subject of our future work. The authors of this article 
expect that further analysis can produce some interesting 
and unexpected results. 

One of the most interesting problems is that of the 
authorship. Like the problem of correlations between the 
existing versions of the text it could be the subject of fur
ther studies. We thought it useful, nevertheless, to present 
the results of our preliminary research in this paper. 

The text itself gives no clue to its author's identity. It 
can be presumably established on the basis of a compara
tive analysis of several manuscripts. 

Ms No. 2 is the only one which mentions the author: 
al-~ail:sJ:!. MuI:iammad lbn Khizam. Most studies devoted to 
our treatise follow de Slane's identifying him with Mu
I:iammad b. Ya'qiib lbn Akhi Khizam. The filulJra of lbn 
Akhi Khizam belongs to the dynasty of a/-furusiyya 
authors active in the 3/9th-4/10th centuries (6) As for 
MuI:iammad b. Ya· qiib Ibn Akhi Khizam himself, he was 
widely known as the author of furilsiyya treatises written 
by the order of Caliph al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61). 
Historical realities and terminology used in our treatise 
show that it was created in the 8th/14th century (during the 
so called late Circassian period), but not earlier [7]. No one 
of the dynasty mentioned could have written the Kitiib a/
mal:sJ:!.zun. 

The abovementioned Muhammad al-Nasiri, who was 
the officer of the IJalqa, the iuards of Sultan al-Malik al
Afil!raf Sha'ban, provided us with some indirect informa
tion on this matter [8). In his works he mentioned, among 
his contemporaries, another author of the work dealing 
with the art of war, titled al-Fawii'id a/-jalila fi 'ulum al
furusiyya wa-1-rimiiya wa amriid al-khail. His name was 
Muhammad b. Ya'qiib al-Khuttali, known as lbn Abi 
Khazzam, who died, according to MuI:iammad b. Mangly, 
before 782/1380 (9). The subject of our treatise is very 
close to that by Mu\iammad b. Ya'qiib al-Khuttali (JO). 
Another work by this author [ 11) gives his full name: al
~ail:sJ:!. a/-fiidil Mul.iammad b. Khazzam (or: Khizam). The 
latter variant of filulJra mentioned by the author's contem
porary Muhammad b. Mangly appears to be more reliable. 
As for the kunya "Abii" in the author's name, it is impor
tant to note that another author of an al-furusiyya work, 
'Ali b. 'Abd al-RaI:iman b. Khudhail (d. 782/1380), men
tioned the Kitiib by lbn Abi Khazzam in his work [12). 
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This mistake has occured, probably, because the origi
nal book by lbn Akhi Khizam entitled Kitah 'ilm al
furiis(yya wa'l-baytara had been used by lbn Abi Khazzam 
as one of his sources, especially when he described exer
cises with a lance. In this field Ibn Akhi Khizam was a 
great authority. 

Several other works by Mu~ammad b. Ya· qiib Ibn Abi 
Khazzam al-Khuttali, the possible author of our treatise, 
are mentioned in different sources [13]. 

As for the treatise itself, one of the problems is: if it is 
possible to consider this work as the original text written 
by lbn Abi Khazzam? Apart from the problem of the role 
and place of compilation in Muslim medieval literary tra
dition, we should say that the furusiyya genre itself was 
very specific. The furiisiyya works, being the manuals of 
the art of war and text-books for arranging military court 
festivals, constantly contain one and the same descriptions 
of nearly the same exercises and weapons. Authors
compilers, who widely used the works of their predeces
sors, might not regard their texts as their personal contri
bution. Like military manuals, these compositions were 
intended to preserve the experience and achievements of 
several generations of war-leaders. It is no mere chance 
that only one copy of Kitab a/-111akhzii11 mentions the 
author's name. On the other hand, the combined manu
script Ar. 2826 from Bibliotheque Nationale presents the 
work of a katib who copied and united under one cover the 
text of our treatise and that by Lajin al-Husami al-Tara-

bulusi (d. 738/1337-8), titled Kitab al-makhziin li-arbah 
al-funiin. Such a combination of two works in one volume 
can easily explain how the text of one MS could be taken 
for a single work under one title. 

H. Rabie shows that Lajin al-Tarabulusi's furusiyya 
treatise "was the original which later furiisiyya masters 
utilized with some variations". He points out also that we 
knew only one archery master who described the buttiyya, 
and it was A~mad b. 'Abdallah al-Tabari [14]. The latter is 
the author of one of the main sources of the Kitab al
malsf!.zim . It is obvious that Mamliik officer lbn Abi 
Khazzam al-Khuttali has written a manual meeting the 
practical needs of the Sultan guards and mamliiks. It was a 
kind of a manual for their training, and also for arranging 
furiisiyya festivals. He tried to borrow the best passages 
from the works of his predecessors, mostly from those by 
al-Tabari, al-Tarabulusi and Najm al-din al-A~dab (the 
last one was among the best authorities in funiin al-nafl). 
He used the name of one of his main sources (the work by 
al-Tabari) as the title of the manual. Al-Khuttali was the 
compiler and the editor of this manual. That is, probably, 
why his name is not mentioned in our manuscript. He 
surely added to the work some amount of new materials 
from his own experience. We hope that while prepearing 
the critical edition of the text we shall be able to find a 
more definite solution to some of the problems, including 
the problem of correlation between all the available manu
scripts of al-Khuttali's treatise. 
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